
Quogent designed and delivered a solution that allowed all
inspectors to more effectively and efficiently conduct
inspections. Further, it ensured proper follow-through and
safety improvement.

The Quogent solution helped our customer assign each
inspection to users at appropriate times throughout the
workday. The inspectors could then use the application on
their iPad to conduct the inspections. The solution collated
the results in the backend and provided aggregated reporting
including trending information. Based on the inspections
outcomes and trend analysis, the solution assigned review
tasks to the safety board. The customer now has automation
throughout its project for capturing, reporting, and managing
quality inspections. Construction safety quality has improved
and the solution helps foster a culture of continuous
improvement.

SOLUTION

This commercial construction company has hundreds of
active construction projects in various stages of
development. Our customer was challenged with having
multiple roles at every job site responsible for conducting
daily safety inspections of various aspects of each
construction project. They needed better tools for capturing
inspection information and using the results to improve
construction safety quality.

OVERVIEW

United States - West

Location:

Our customer is a highly technical
construction company who has
completed nearly 10,000 construction
projects over the past two decades. The
organization specializes in collaborative
virtual building and sustainable
construction delivered though an
integrated project delivery framework.

Major Commerical Construction Company

Company: 

JOB SITE SAFETY INSPECTIONS FOR A MAJOR
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Improved the safety inspection

process.

Improved safety information to drive

safety improvements.

Established a solution that can be

continually improved as the company

grows and changes.

BENEFITS

www.quogent.com

PROFILE

Construction

Industry:

For  more  information,  visit  www.quogent.com  or  email:  info@quogent.com

Our customer was able to leverage both
process automation and data analytics to
greatly improve quality construction
throughout the business.
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